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Foreword
It’s our pleasure to bring you SGV Conversations, which is a platform for us to engage with leaders,
thinkers, and doers around the world on a multitude of topics.

In this edition, SGV Conversations features the insights of one of Asia’s prominent business leaders
who now heads an iconic brand in Philippine business. Serving as a backdrop in this conversation is
the region’s recovery and rehabilitation from the adverse impacts of the coronavirus pandemic.

The Philippines remains one of the fastest growing economies in southeast Asia and its economic
recovery is expected to gain traction this year and in 2023 on the strength of rising domestic
investment and consumption. Manufacturing and construction are seen to pick up the pace as
the country eases pandemic-related restrictions. Tourism as well as employment in the services
sector, which accounts for 60% of gross domestic product, should benefit from the government’s
reopening of the country to vaccinated international travelers. The passage of policy reform measures
to ease rules such as on foreign equity ownership should boost economic growth. Moreover, on the
competitiveness front, the Philippines rose four spots in the annual global competitiveness report by
the International Institute for Management Development. The 2022 World Competitiveness Yearbook
ranked the Philippines 48th out of 63 economies on the strength of improved economic performance,
up from 52nd spot out of 64 economies in 2021.

We hope you enjoy the conversation. As always, we’d love to hear your thoughts and opinions on any
of the topics discussed.

Vicky L. Salas
Partner
SGV & Co.
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T he Philippines, along with the global
economy, is writing a story of recovery
from the health crisis, loosening mobility
restrictions with the aim of reopening the
economy.

The pandemic-related restrictions and lockdowns
that began in March 2020 have impacted the
insurance sector, which had to quickly adapt
by moving online.
The sector, however, is seen to have bounced back rapidly by posting
significant growth in various performance metrics in 2021. Notably,
the industry’s agility matched a finding by the EY 2021 Global
Insurance Consumer Survey which showed that the pandemic brought
about a significant interest in obtaining life insurance.

The survey offered insights into changing consumer preferences in
insurance products and how these created opportunities for insurers
to innovate. By the numbers gathered in 2021 – for one, life and nonlife
insurers’ and mutual benefit associations’ total premium income
registered a 21.55% rise from 2020 – the Philippine insurance industry
indeed seized the chance to help consumers manage the challenging
environment and support their financial well-being.

It’s a narrative of resilience that provides an interesting backdrop for
this conversation between SGV Partner Vicky L. Salas and
Nina D. Aguas, Executive Chairperson of The Insular Life Assurance
Company (InLife), on a wide range of topics including her life and career,
the Philippine economy, and breaking down barriers as a woman CEO.

Nina D. Aguas
Executive Chairperson
Insular Life (InLife)

Introduction

Age: 69

Board Directorships

• Pilipinas Shell Petroleum Corp.

Prior roles:

• Monde Nissin Corp.

• Unionbank of the Philippines

• Insurance Institute for Asia and Pacific (Trustee)

• Philippine Bank of Communications (PBCOM)

• ANZ Banking Group, Ltd. – Singapore

• President and CEO

• Managing Director, Private Bank-Asia Pacific

• Managing Director, Retail Bank-Asia Pacific

• Citibank Group

• Managing Director, Corporate Compliance,
New York

• Managing Director, Country Business
Manager, Global Consumer Group ,
Philippines
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Leading INLIFE

Nina D. Aguas
Executive Chairperson,
Insular Life (InLife)

We are slowly emerging from the
pandemic. How has it been for you
both from the perspectives of work
and family life?

The situation asked business leaders to demonstrate
courage, decisive leadership, the ability to pivot and
adjust the sails, to remain afloat. I had to be
intentional, strategic, pragmatic and faith-driven.

It was, in many ways, profound and precious. Gave
me a version of myself that transcended the ordinary
daily grind. Treasured the altering life moments, big
and small. Living with the pandemic, alongside my
family, members of our household, our Company –
InLife, and community and of course making sure I
myself was protected increased the sensitivity to
one’s vulnerability. Not knowing enough was the
biggest hurdle.

To lead in these challenging times filled with
uncertainty, we must know how to be quick on our
feet to address the needs of our policyholders, as
well as the convenience and the safety of our own
people. We needed to operate our business in a
profitable, as well as responsible and sustainable,
manner.

As a 112-year-old institution, InLife had already seen and
been in several crises (financial, natural catastrophe,
world war) in and outside the country. InLife draws from
its deep institutional memory and experience that help
guide us to manage and navigate a crisis from generation
to generation.

You head one of the most stable and trusted
brands in the insurance market and in
Philippine business in general. It’s a
competitive industry where many look to
customers as a source of commercial
success. Talk to us about how the company
maintains its stability in relation to how it
regards Filipinos as clients.



25.2 %
growth in life insurance
premiums in 2021
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You came to Insular Life after
spending years as a business leader,
not only in the Philippines, but also in
much bigger markets in the West. How
were you able to bridge Insular Life to
any global platform so far?

Priority and top of mind is always our fiduciary
responsibility to our policyholders, our employees
and agency force and the impact of this on the
industry and our country. At the end of WW2, for
example, we paid claims despite the severe financial
strain on the company caused by the war. We have
done so time and time again. In more recent times,
we faced natural calamities that hit parts of the
country and InLife was always first to re-open and
continue servicing.

We anchored on our mission and core values. The
starting point is always our sense of purpose and
stewardship. Generating profit is of course
important, and we need scale to be financially stable
and to create impact. But our purpose does not end
there. Quite the contrary, our focus is on the
difference we make in the broader society.

We help in developing the local economy and our
communities and in continually looking for ways to
offer people life chances, looking after them, first, as
our fellow countrymen, and second, as part company
owners, but never as mere customers.

Change, they say, can be done unto you or we can
harness it. The complexity of looking at future
capabilities of the workforce as well as looking at the
current workforce and their existing competencies
was as interesting as it was demanding. We now must
recognize a multi-generational client base and
workforce that is digitally connected all the time, for
example, and manage the transformation of our
business model to cater to this reality.

Back in 2016, you took on the role as CEO
of the first and largest Filipino life
insurance firm. It’s an iconic brand. What
were your thoughts when you accepted the
role?

Having worked for other multinational iconic brands, I was
not particularly daunted nor intimidated.  Over the years,
one gains the confidence to step into a role that requires
one’s own personal brand of leadership and a different
point of view.

I have had my share of career defining moments
(highlights and lowlights) during my long years of
managing global, regional, and country level businesses
and operations in large international companies in
developed and emerging markets in the Asia-Pacific and
the US.

The exposure to global economic and financial
developments and an appreciation of geopolitical events
gave me a unique perspective to read and interpret
possible outcomes impacting the company and the ability
to make better and stronger decisions. I learned that
things are not strictly black and white. The greys in
between matter as well. A picture after all, without its
lights and shadows, has less character.

A blueprint for digital transformation was created to
transform ourselves and our business models – how we
operate and run our businesses, taking the stance from
our client’s perspective and point of view and bringing this
to our workforce and employees.

When I came on board in 2016, we created a roadmap
to reimagine a century-old institution that would
remain relevant to the evolving business landscape.

Leading
INLIFE

|  Leading INLIFE
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Protection

sources: Insurance Commission

16.3 %
of households held insurance
or pension policies (2021)
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|  Leading INLIFE

You must have read the signs in the
insurance market before you joined
Insular Life because you wasted no
time the moment you took the helm.
In your first year as Chaiperson, the
firm delivered its highest financial
performance. Tell us about the journey
to reap for the company its numerous
successes and accolades.

Under your watch as executive
chairman, Insular Life went for a
rebrand. For such an iconic brand, that
refresh is an interesting story. Tell us
about the wisdom of refreshing the
brand, what changes have been done,
and what values were maintained and
strengthened.

Today, we call ourselves InLife, from our brand name
Insular Life; the Philippine eagle in our logo has
acquired a new vibrancy of colors and freedom. Our
new tagline “A Lifetime for Good”, speaks to our
aspirations for our customers, employees, our people,
communities, and country.

To lead a company with a long and rich history in my
own country – 106 years when I came on board – is a
unique privilege. I made it my personal mission to
add more muscle to its financial strength and to look
out for our people in a meaningful way – giving them
empowered and stronger jobs with the right level of
rewards and recognition. I wanted to maximize the
use of technology, not as an extension of the present
but as a strategy for the future. We hoped to better
serve the customer and bring the company to its
rightful place in the minds and hearts of younger
generations of Filipinos and for InLife to be their
company of choice.

InLife undertook an organizational transformation to
ensure high performance and to remain relevant to
our policyholders. Our capacity to embrace change
was manifested by our stated ambition of
reimagining today, while building the business model
of the future. We have had several capacity-building
learning sessions for both employees and agency
force, centered on a mindset of innovation,
continuous improvement, excellence in doing
business, and a culture of accountability. And these
gave birth to several paradigm-changing milestones
done so well, that some of them were recognized by
local and international award giving bodies.

Appreciation for life and health protection rose during
the health crisis, boosting the chance for insurers to
make it to the list of priorities of many households as the
country emerges from the impact of the pandemic.
Many life insurance companies launched new products
or innovated existing ones to cater to renewed public
interest in health-related and life protection products –
in particular, increased coverage for hospitalization and
benefits related to critical illness, and telemedicine.

While the initial shock from the pandemic and the
mobility restrictions that came with it adversely affected
performance in 2020, the insurance sector bounced
back a year after based on various performance metrics.
Growth returned in 2021, with insurers’ total net income
rising 17.3% to P47.8 billion. Life insurance, which
accounted for about four-fifths of total industry
premiums, posted a 25.2% growth in premiums in 2021.

We summarize below key imperatives for life insurance
companies aiming to grow their health insurance
business:

Embrace digital health ecosystems – Even prior to the
pandemic, key players in the local life insurance industry
have started dabbling in the ecosystem model, backed
by the investments from their regional head offices. We
expect the ecosystem model to further develop among
the rest of the players. One major benefit coming from
this model is the collection of customer data which will
enable insurers to better understand customer
behaviors and design products accordingly.

Partner with technology firms to spur innovation – Not
all insurers can afford to make significant investments in
technology, which is why partnering with technology
partners would make the most sense to enable them
access to digital health platforms.

Shift to preventive care model – Life insurers have
pushed for a preventive care model as evidenced by
health insurance products bundled with lifestyle
features/perks, and the focus on these types of products
increased as a result of the pandemic.

Rethink distribution strategies – Engagement with
customers is increasingly moving towards a multi-
channel approach, towards a mix of digital and personal
channels, and life insurers must adopt to this strategy if
they wish to reach a wider, and younger, customer base.

Life and health protection in the spotlight

As part of our transformation ambition, we refreshed
our brand identity. The refreshed brand represents
the new realities of our workforce, our products and
services, and our distribution channels.  It represents
our dynamism and capability to deliver insurance and
financial solutions, as appropriate for our market and
in a manner that is most convenient for them.
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Breaking the glass ceiling

You’re probably the only Filipino woman
business leader with a career marked by so
many firsts in the corporate world. And
you broke the glass ceiling a number of
times! It’s interesting for aspiring women
executives to know how it all started. What
was the breakthrough in your career?

I said Yes to the right opportunities and committed and
invested myself fully at each Yes. I believe you can’t run a
race half-heartedly and expect to win.

At every turn, I lived and enjoyed the process, the quality of
the journey was as rewarding as the outcomes and this
attitude attracted a lot of positive results and expanded my
network in many ways.

It was not a single breakthrough but a series of them
building up over the years. I had my share of setbacks, for
example, giving way twice to my husband’s upward career
trajectory at a time when I was in the midst of some
exciting work assignments.

Our parents were good examples of integrity,
determination, and perseverance. I am fortunate to
have a great foundation. I am very grateful that I
was born from parents of strong faith and beliefs.
Both were teachers and from their meager earnings
managed to send all of us seven children to private
Catholic schools. To them, education was the one
big thing we all must have. They gave us a
perspective, way beyond the boundaries of our
small world. Growing up, I had my dreams. My
dreams had no gender although I grew up in a
family of very strong women, but the dreams were
multi-dimensional and always extended beyond self.

What was it about your upbringing that
must have contributed immensely to how
you have been as a professional and the
impressive trajectory of your career
growth?
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“ Growing up, I had my dreams. My
dreams had no gender although I
grew up in a family of very strong
women, but the dreams were multi-
dimensional and always extended
beyond self.”

Breaking the
glass ceiling

|  Breaking the glass ceiling

You first joined the banking industry at
a time when it was still male-dominated.
How has it changed over the decades?
I grew up with huge and iconic multinational
institutions like Citibank, ANZ where the Boards and
Senior Management teams were male-dominated.
Despite this, I was identified and put on a fast track
and was given senior leadership management
positions, heading critical functions and businesses in
Asia where my counterparts within Asia and in other
regions, Europe, US and Latin America were men.

How to break the glass ceiling and how to get a
senior executive position or even a Board seat are
questions that are often asked. Is it nature or
nurture, destiny or luck? It’s all of that and much
more ... it takes consistency, diligent work, faith and
a good LIFE partner who is generous with your
success.

Let’s keep in mind executive positions or board seats
have no gender and we are as qualified as the male
species. Certainly, gender bias had received
considerable consideration over the years, and I am a
living example of that evolution!
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WBL 2022 – Philippines Gender
Landscape
Women, Business and the Law in Philippines

Mobility | 75

Workplace | 100

Pay | 100

Marriage | 60

Parenthood | 60

Entrepreneurship | 100

Assets | 60

Pension | 75
The World Bank’s WBL 2022 presents an index covering 190
economies, structured around the life cycle of a working woman.
In total, 35 questions are scored across eight indicators. The
Philippines scores 79 out of 100, while the regional average
across East Asia and Pacific is 80.
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In interviews, you have often quoted
poet Rupi Kaur as saying that “since
day one, she (a woman) already has
everything she needs within herself. It
is the world that convinced her she did
not.” How does this resonate with you
and how should the younger generation
of women take wisdom from it?

The International Finance Corporation (IFC), a
member of the World Bank Group, presented to me a
report entitled “She for Shield: Insure Women to
Better Protect All”. The report highlighted the huge
financial and protection risks of the underserved and
unserved women segment coming from the emerging
markets, including the Philippines.

Presented with these realities, and being true to our
mission of bridging a “Lifetime for Good”, we deemed
it our calling to lead this very important undertaking.
I believe in my heart InLife Sheroes is the platform.
When we launched the InLife Sheroes Advocacy and
Movement in March 2018, our target was to reach
out to 1 million people in three years. In our third
year, we reached not just 1 or 2 or 3 million, but 7.6
million lives!

Yes, women empowerment has been included in our
advocacy as a company. In the next couple of years,
we shall give greater emphasis to financial inclusion
and access to business networks and health and
protection because we have to address the economic
dislocation and health issues women are facing as a
result of Covid-19.

There will be more initiatives to support women
entrepreneurs including providing possible
alternative source of income, technical support,
capacity building, access to capital to women-led
businesses, and affordable health and insurance
products.

“ Never self-doubt, neuter nor edit your ambition. We were all
born from different circumstances, educated, and disposed
differently, gifted and blessed uniquely, and you alone can
know the place where you can be the best version of yourself.”

InLife has this unique program called
Sheroes Movement. Tell us more about
how this came about. Do I take it that
this forms a key part of your
continuing advocacy for women
empowerment?

By God’s design I was born female, and I have
embraced this blessing to the core.

I have always marched to the beat of my own drum.
Never self-doubt, neuter nor edit your ambition. We
were all born from different circumstances,
educated, and disposed differently, gifted and
blessed uniquely, and you alone can know the place
where you can be the best version of yourself. Your
individuality makes you who you are, and this must
shine through.

“ When we launched the InLife
Sheroes Advocacy and Movement in
March 2018, our target was to reach
out to 1 million people in three years.
In our third year, we reached not just
1 or 2 or 3 million, but 7.6 million
lives! ”
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|  Breaking the glass ceiling

In 2018, I accepted the invitation to be a member of
the Advisory Board for Gender and Development of
the World Bank. It was an honor for me, being the
first and for now, only Filipino woman to sit on the
board. Being part of the Advisory Board allowed me
to identify which priority area our company can
commit to, not just as part of our corporate social
responsibility, but of our sustained business and
social strategies.
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Industry outlook

“ As a company, our efforts should remain focused on
consistently increasing our relevance to our policyholders.
We put premium on execution, embrace customer-centric
ecosystems, stay on the offensive with digital and win the
race for talent. There will be an increase in convergence
and collaboration more than competition.”
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The pandemic and the mobility
restrictions that we’ve had to live
through have been a big disruptor and
consequently we see the beginnings of
a major stride in digitalization for
companies that had to adjust rapidly
to continue operations. What are your
thoughts on this experience and the
rise of disruptive technologies?

“ We worked to understand the world
from our client’s lens and their preferred
way of servicing and communicating
with us. Because of digitalization, the
organization to remain relevant must
adapt to the changes and the disruption
that are taking place; this is no longer a
matter of choice as this has reached
every industry and organization in both
the public and private sectors.”

I have not seen a health crisis of this magnitude that
restricted movement and mobility and caused
economic distress on so many fronts. This was
acutely pronounced with our agency force impeded
from doing face-to-face selling and their need to
accelerate, to learn and adapt to digital technology.

We worked to understand the world from our client’s
lens and their preferred way of servicing and
communicating with us. Because of digitalization,
the organization to remain relevant must adapt to
the changes and the disruption that are taking place;
this is no longer a matter of choice as this has
reached every industry and organization in both the
public and private sectors.

Industry
outlook

|  Industry outlook
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We went on the offensive on digital. We are not quite
there and need to do more; it continues to be work in
progress. It is forever moving and iterating, it’s failing
fast and recovering and responding to developments
that are not even quite there yet.

The coronavirus pandemic was a test of insurers’
agility to adapt to a market environment that, at first
glance, was not conducive to an industry that
depended heavily on face-to-face and relationship-
driven sales. But the industry proved to be nimble as
the health crisis catapulted it into the digital future.
There’s no turning back now for many insurance
companies in the country as they put emphasis on
digitalization – from underwriting, claims experience
and management to marketing.

Netizens making a simple scroll on their social media
newsfeed saw how insurance agents seemingly came
prepared to do virtual meetings, as if they had long
anticipated the lockdowns and readied digital
business cards to better attract prospective clients.
The industry’s quick response to the challenge,
though, went deeper than just overcoming mobility
hurdles. It also rapidly learned to become adept at
the use of digital platforms for a more engaging
customer experience.

Incumbents picked up the pace in becoming digital
by partnering with insurtech firms and increasing
investments in technologies. Insurtechs are
innovations designed to maximize savings and
efficiency from the existing business models in the
insurance industry. Most are focused on providing
solutions to issues related to insurance application
and claims processing. The local industry is relying
on insurtech to improve insurance penetration in the
Philippines.

The industry regulator, the Insurance Commission,
was not to be left out from this sea change of
digitalization. Early on under the pandemic, it
already encouraged the use of mobile applications
for the distribution of insurance products and also
allowed the use of aggregators to provide a platform
for consumers to compare policies online. In keeping
with the government’s plans to accelerate
digitalization in the industry, the IC launched a
regulatory sandbox framework for innovations in
insurance.

Fast forward to a Digital Future
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The past years we’ve seen the
introduction of financial technology
and most importantly in the last two
years during the pandemic, we’ve had a
good look at the potential of
technological advancements to alter
the landscape in banking and finance.
How do you see the pace of digital
transformation from here on?

“ All told, the way to exist in business from here on will
require higher and continuing investments into
modernizing our technology platform and digital
capabilities to support the expanded distribution
channels and ecosystem partnerships.”

The pandemic has accelerated the digital
transformation of almost all companies, globally.

During this unexpected and major disruption, we
thrived because we invested resources in digital
transformation much earlier, and this is allowing us
to operate with the least service interruption. Even
while we were under ECQ, InLife developed products,
deployed new platforms, and implemented digital
processes, applying the agile mindset and keeping
our focus on customers.

All told, the way to exist in business from here on will
require higher and continuing investments into
modernizing our technology platform and digital
capabilities to support the expanded distribution
channels and ecosystem partnerships.

Insurtech will develop further with the collection of
big data and data analytics providing the impetus to
create products and services that are uniquely
attuned to the personalized needs of individuals and
families. We will see tools being developed to truly
customize insurance products, pricing, and servicing.

But I still believe that digitalization will not make the
role of financial advisors irrelevant. Financial
Advisors will play an even bigger role especially in
assisting policyholders with the more complex
financial analysis, investment options, and long-term
financial planning.

|  Industry outlook
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Digital Philippines

Internet
68%

Social Media
82.4%

Facebook
83.85M

Youtube
56.50M

Messenger
55.15M

Cellular Mobile
156.5M

But I still believe that digitalization will not make
the role of financial advisors irrelevant. Financial
Advisors will play an even bigger role especially
in assisting policyholders with the more complex
financial analysis, investment options, and long-
term financial planning.
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It is unfortunate that we’ve had to live
through this global health crisis. It has,
however, opened the eyes of many to
the wisdom of preparing for future
needs. How much of a boost has the
pandemic been to life insurance? Talk to
us about your outlook for the industry.
One big takeaway from the health crisis is that the
insurance industry is more relevant and valuable than
ever to policyholders. There was heightened awareness
of their own mortality as the pandemic dragged on. We
saw business growth in life insurance premiums and
definitely growth in health care products and services
solutions.

We agree that the pandemic-driven industry trends are
Digitalization, Healthcare solutions, Mobility and ESG
considerations. As a company, our efforts should remain
focused on consistently increasing our relevance to our
policyholders. We put premium on execution, embrace
customer-centric ecosystems, stay on the offensive with
digital and win the race for talent. There will be an
increase in convergence and collaboration more than
competition.

Industry outlook
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The BBB program covered airports, seaports, roads and bridges,
railways, and digital infrastructure to expand, enhance, and upgrade
accessibility and connectivity of various sectors across and within
regions in the country as well as convergence projects in the
agriculture, industry, education, healthcare and tourism sectors.

President Rodrigo Duterte signed economic liberalization reforms –
the Amendments to the Public Service Act (RA 11659), the Retail
Trade Liberalization Act (RA 11595), and the Foreign Investment Act
(RA 11647) to attract more foreign nationals and investors, boost the
country’s competitiveness, and create more jobs in the country’s
public utilities, retail, and professional services sectors.

Amid the Covid pandemic, the Philippine economy kept or improved
its investment grade ratings from major credit rating agencies –
Moodys, S&P, R&I, and JCR. This resulted in FDI inflows rebounding
60.5 percent to USD 10.5 billion in 2021 from USD 6.5 billion in
2020. Going into 2022, FDI inflows have reverted to pre-Covid levels.

To sustain the program against Covid and future health crises, the
Duterte administration crafted the Updated Philippine Development
Plan (PDP) to accelerate economic recovery and build a healthy and
resilient Philippines. The updated PDP covers five major programs:
health system improvement, food security, learning continuity, digital
transformation, and regional development.

Hopes for economic program continuity are high with the new
administration of President Ferdinand Marcos Jr. In President Marcos’
inaugural address, the directives of the new administration will cover:
food and energy security, improved education system, support for
OFWs, improved healthcare system, and environment and
sustainability.

The Marcos administration’s economic managers, through the
Development Budget Coordination Committee or DBCC, have recently
outlined the macro-framework associated with the country’s
economic plan given the latest developments in the global, regional,
and domestic economies. The DBCC projected the economy to grow
6.5-7.5 percent in 2022 and improving to 6.5-8.0 percent in 2023.
Inflation will average 4.5-5.5 percent in 2022 due to the uptick in fuel
and food prices resulting from the ongoing Russia-Ukraine conflict
and disrupted supply chains. Inflation will slow down to 2.5-4.5
percent in 2023. Exports of goods is projected to grow 7.0 percent in
2022 and 6.0 percent in 2023 while imports of goods will rise 18.0
percent in 2022 and taper to 6.0 percent in 2023.

The DBCC’s latest economic growth projections come close to those
of selected multilateral agencies. The ADB Asian Development
Outlook April 2022 projected a 6.0 percent growth 2022 and 6.3
percent in 2023. Meanwhile, the IMF World Economic Outlook April
2022 projected a 6.5 percent in 2022, which is the 2nd fastest
growth rate among the advanced, emerging, and developing
economies in Asia and the Pacific.

Path to strong growth
The Philippine economy is expected to stay on the path to further
growth in 2022 as it continues to stimulate economic activity. From
the slowdown in 2020, the economy recovered in the second year of
the pandemic with gross domestic product (GDP) at 5.6%, up from the
contraction of 9.6% recorded in the previous year. For 2022, the
government projects growth by 6.5% to 7.5%, underpinned by sound
macroeconomic fundamentals. The Asian Development Bank, in its
flagship publication Asian Development Outlook 2022, shares this
optimism with a growth forecast of 6.0% in 2022 and 6.3% in
2023.The Duterte administration provided the groundwork for resilient
and sustainable growth through the Covid pandemic strategy, the Build
Build Build or the BBB program, and recent economic reforms.

In response to the emergence of the Covid pandemic in 2020, the
Duterte administration implemented the Program for Recovery with
Equity and Solidarity or PROGRESO strategy, highlighted by the
Bayanihan I (R.A. 11469), the Bayanihan II (R.A. 11494), the
Corporate Recovery and Tax Incentives for Enterprises or CREATE Act
(R.A. 11534), and the Financial Institutions Strategic Transfer or FIST
Act (R.A. 11523) measures to mobilize healthcare resources and
facilities to respond to the spread of Covid, mitigate and assist
vulnerable sectors affected by Covid, assist MSMEs and businesses
recover from the adverse impact of Covid, and procure and administer
the Covid vaccination program.

6.5-7.5 6.5-8.0 6.5-8.0
2022 2023-2025 2026-2028

(Sources: DBCC, BOI, ADB)

(Sources: Details of the macro-framework will be spelled out in PBBM’s first SONA on July 25th 2022.)

Life and non-life insurance
companies and MBAs:

Total Assets

Total Net Income

Total Premiums

Total Investments

₱ 2,013,497.1

₱ 1,776,591.1

₱ 278,657.4

₱ 37,500.0

₱ 1,789,703.7

₱ 1,558,125.2

₱ 216,505.8

₱ 28,617.7

12.50

14.02

28.71

31.04

2021 2020 % Change

Source: Insurance CommissionThe Duterte administration implemented the PhP6.7 trillion BBB
program (including PhP5.0 trillion infrastructure flagship projects),
raising government infrastructure spending to about 5.8 percent of
GDP in 2021.

Growth assumption
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Economic
outlook

|  Economic outlook
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Economic Agenda

Recently, new President Ferdinand “Bongbong” Marcos,
Jr. delivered his first State of the Nation Address
(SONA) where he outlined his key policies and priorities,
including priority bills of the government. Here is a
brief summary of his administration’s economic
agenda and the list of key sectors highlighted
in his address.

1. Sound fiscal management

To immediately address the economic
scarring arising from the effects of the
COVID-19 pandemic and to prepare the
economy for future shocks, the
Government will implement:

2. Promotion of productivity
enhancement investments

The country must become an investment
destination by:

3. Facilitate economic growth
outside of Metro Manila.

4. Adjustment of tax system

To catch up with the rapid developments in the
digital economy, the Government will impose
VAT on digital service providers. Initial revenue
impact is estimated at PhP 11.7billion in 2023 alone.

Agriculture

Tourism

Arts and Culture

Migrant workers

Social Welfare

Health

Education

Information and
Technology

Infrastructure

Energy

Foreign Affairs

Key Sectors:

• Tax administration reforms to increase
revenue collection.

• Realignment of expenditure priorities.
• Improvement in spending efficiency.

• Capitalizing on Corporate Recovery and Tax
Incentives for Enterprises (CREATE) law and
economic liberalization laws, such as the
Public Service Act and Foreign
Investments Act.

• Fully supporting ecozones to bring in
strategic industries, such as those
engaged in high  technology,
manufacturing, health and medical care
and all emerging technologies.



• Philippine Peso is projected to average from
PhP 51 to PhP 53 per US dollar in 2022,
PhP 51  to PhP 55 per US dollar in 2023
onwards due to aggressive tightening
of monetary policies of the
US Federal Reserve

• Export of goods is expected to grow
by 7.0% in 2022 and 6.0% annually
from 2023 to 2028

• Import of goods is projected to grow by
18.0% in 2022, 6.0% in 2023 and
8.0%  annually from 2024 to 2028
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5. Promote ease of paying taxes
by simplifying tax compliance
procedures

The Government will pursue measures to
determine possible undervaluation and/or
trade mis-invoicing of imported goods through
information and communication technology with
the Bureau of Customs and promote a streamlined
disbursement process.

PH Government Targets

6.5% to 7.5%

6.5% to 8.0%

9%

3%

< 60%

At least
USD4,256

Annual real GDP
growth in 2022

Annual real GDP growth
from 2023 to 2028

Poverty rate by 2028

National government
deficit to GDP ratio
by 2028

National debt to
GDP ratio by 2025

Income per capita and
attainment of upper-
middle-incomeeconomy
status by 2024

(For a more detailed summary, you can download
a copy of the latest SGV Government and Public
Sector Bulletin at www.sgv.ph/publications)• Crude oil prices are expected to be around

USD90 to USD100 per barrel in 2022,
USD80 to USD100 per barrel in 2023 and
USD70 to USD90 per barrel from 2024
onwards due to the Russia-Ukraine conflict
and the disruption in the supply chain .

6. Disbursement of government budget

Disbursement will maintained… at above
20% of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) or
PhP 4.955 trillion in 2022, PhP 5.086 trillion
in 2023 to ensure continued implementation
of priority programs.

This will further increase over the medium
term from PhP 5.402 trillion (20.7% of GDP)
in 2024 to PhP 7.712 (20.6% of GDP)
in 2028.

7. Medium-termfiscal strategy

To attain short-termmacro fiscal stability
whileremainingsupportiveof
the country’s economicrecoveryand
to promote medium-term
fiscal sustainability.

8. Economic growth prospects

The Philippines’ strong economic growth
is expected to be sustained and
expanded further.

Average inflation is projected to range
from  4.5% to 5.5% in 2022, 2.5% to
4.5% in 2023 and return to the target
range of 2.0% to 4.0% by 2024 to 2028
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